
 

Summary

About us: ConnectFutures offers interactive training sessions from expert facilitators on issues relating to
extremism and exploitation, with practical outcomes.

Suitable for: Moving beyond traditional race and diversity training. Discussing uncomfortable
questions and difficult conversations that is grounded in practical outcomes.

Learning Objectives

ConnectFutures will provide participants an introductory overview of issues related to race and racial justice in
the UK. The session will give staff the chance to engage with these difficult, uncomfortable topics through
interactive workshops, resulting in greater confidence in discussing these issues with their peers and students.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_
Session Overview:

- >Exploring the context: Participants gain an insight and overview of current issues related to racial
justice in the UK, including the Black Lives Matter movement and the decolonisation of the curriculum
discussion.

- >>Exploring the history: Participants will discuss the role of history in our behaviours in and outside the
classroom, and in our institutions. They will consider the role of colonial history and the impact it may
have on people of colour in modern Britain.

- >Exploring the examples: How does white privilege, bias and colonial thinking manifest in the
classroom, institutions and individual behaviours? Participants will be provided with specific scenarios
for discussion, including leadership representation.

- >>Exploring our options: Participants will be presented with tools and resources to discuss issues and
uncomfortable questions related to racial justice with peers and students.

Please note: our training is rooted in collective and interactive learning and as such, most of our workshops
require constant group discussion and activity. This particular training session seeks to challenge
participants to confront their ideas and understandings of challenging topics, whilst gives participants a chance
to practice engaging in difficult conversations in a facilitated environment.

Staff workshop: Race, privilege and justice:
Understanding concepts to support anti-racism

Introductory Staff Workshop 60-90 mins

What you can expect from us 
 

PowerPoint deck on the day. Post training online feedback form which we will share with you. 
Resources: Slides, activities, presentation materials, online portal access for staff post-delivery.

 
 
 



What do we provide on the day?

Expert trainer | Post-course support | Certificate (on completion)

Why choose us?

- Our training is delivered in a practical, professional and informative manner - no restriction on numbers
- We will tackle difficult conversations and explore the questions young people may have
- We provide post-course support and free resources and ongoing support
- As of 2021, we’ve worked with 146,000 young people, 42,300 students and 26,700 adults
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Delivery options, length of workshop  & Costs
Face to face and/or online interactive webinars (platform flexible)

60-90 mins - 390.00 (inc VAT) * (Train travel costs will be added in too)
 

We recommend up to 90 mins for this session, though we can be flexible. 

Organisations we’ve recently worked with: Moonshot | The Prince’s Trust, | Fettes
College| Headington School, Oxford | Glasgow Academy | Bablake School, Coventry |  
Bolton School | Manchester High School for Girls | Scottish Council for Independent

Schools…and numerous others.


